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Some vehicles are depicted with optional extras which are contained in the valid price 

lists and are obtainable at additional charge. The decorations shown are not part of 

the Carado specifications. The water supply system meets the current state of the art 

as at 07/2011 (EC Directive 2002/72/EC). 
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Enjoy the good times
caradofeeling 

Caravans 2012

www.carado.de
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02-03

At home everywhere
caradofeeling 

Great comfort at an affordable price:
Enjoy top comfort specifications on holiday in your Carado caravan – 
with excellent value for money and tailor-made to meet your needs. 
Personalised travelling at an affordable price.

Feel good in your “own four walls”:
You will always find the best solution for your caravans from Carado. 
Choose from seven layouts, from a compact model for three persons 
or a family model with practical bunk beds through to the large size www.carado.de

caravan with an exclusive queen-size bed. It goes without saying that 
there is plenty of stowage space on board.

Safe travelling:
Carado caravans are quality products made in Germany. They of-
fer first-class towing characteristics besides a high level of homely 
comforts. Carado also offers excellent servicing with a pan-European 
dealer network.

5 
Y E A R S

L E A K T I G H T N E S S 

G U A R A N T E E *

*  The leaktightness guarantee is included in the Comfort Package
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04-05

Versati le and well designed
caradofeeling 

Experience the caravan that is master at the art of transformation!

 Generous kitchen unit in the C 255

 C 255 with Monaco fabric design

 Illuminated glass-fronted cupboards in the C 255

 Converting the seating group into a double transverse bed in the C 255

 Open bathroom in the C 205

Homely comfort down to the smallest detail:
Carado caravans impress through their modern well thought-out layouts 
and the numerous convenient ideas. Here you will find everything you 
need to travel in comfort. Discover the breathtaking diversity of pos-
sibilities!

A minor conversion has a major effect:
For example, in the incredibly spacious C 255. Its generous round seating 
group can be converted instantly into a giant double bed 211 cm long. 
Even the tallest person will sleep comfortably here. Together with the 
200 cm long double bed, up to four persons can sleep overnight in this 
model. The large bed boxes provide valuable stowage space and are 

accessible from outside through a hatch (option). The generous kitchen 
unit is equipped with a three-burner hob, large size sink, a separate 
sideboard with plenty of work top space and a 150 litre refrigerator with 
separate freezer compartment (option).

Attractive and practical:
The C 205 and C 255 models boast a double bed as well as a generous 
open bathroom – here you have plenty of room to move. The entrance 
is additionally highlighted by an illuminated glass-fronted cupboard with 
two shelves.
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06-07

Generous space and timeless beauty
caradofeeling 

Enjoy your mobile holiday without any compromises!

 Large bed box in the C 417

 The fully equipped kitchen in the C 417

 C 417 with Velencia fabric design

 Shoe cupboard in the C 417

 Single beds in the C 417

 The spacious bathroom in the C 417

Stylish interior:
The interior appointments of your Carado caravan not only feature a very 
high standard of workmanship but also timeless design so you can feel 
completely at home right from the beginning. The homely character of the 
furniture finish is stylishly complemented by cream-coloured inlays on the 
cupboard doors and hatches. The floor covering is in a matching split bam-
boo look. Other features include the recessed mood lighting and designer 
corner lights above the round seating group. Complete this harmonious 
blend to your own taste – with either the elegant Monaco or Valencia fabric 
collections.

Luxury sleeping comfort:
All Carado fixed beds (with the exception of the bunk berths) are fitted  
with high-quality cold foam mattresses and wooden slatted supports 
as standard. A special experience awaits you in the C 419 with its 195 
cm long queen-size bed that you can access from three sides. The bed  
boxes offer plenty of stowage space – the 195 cm long single beds in 
the C 417 can also be converted into a large sleeping area (option). 
Both layouts also provide generous space for your holiday clothing in the  
ultra large wardrobe and it is even supplemented by a practical shoe  
cupboard at the entrance.
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08-09

Space for the whole family
caradofeeling 

Clever design:
The “children’s room layouts” C 363 and C 364 offer comfortable berths 
for up to 5 persons: a front bed for two persons, the seating group that 
converts into a bed and two bunk berths at the rear. The folding bunk  
berth has a large bed box to take all the children’s toys. The bed box is 
accessible through an outside hatch. The stowage concept also includes 
linen compartments next to the bunk berths – all in all it means plenty of 
space for all members of the family.

An easy way to make even more space:
The C 363 offers additional stowage space in the form of spacious high 
boards. Similar to the C 205 and C 255 layouts, this family caravan also  

has a fold-up double bed in the front. Its spacious bed box is accessible 
through an outside hatch (option). The kitchen on the C 364 is fitted with 
an optional 150 litre fridge with separate freezer compartment to feed all 
the hungry mouths on board with delicious treats.

Practical and childproof:
On the two children’s room layouts, the kitchen units are directly opposite 
the generous half seating group. You can then serve food directly from 
kitchen to table – ideal when children are playing in the caravan!

Holiday with the family becomes a pleasure.

 Kitchen and dining area in the C 363

 Open-plan interior design in the C 363

 Double bed on the C 363 with outside hatch

 C 363 with Monaco fabric design

 “Children’s room” in the C 363
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All the more reason to be happy!

Layouts and Highlights 2012
caradofeeling 

 More light: designer corner lights above the round seating group

 Ergonomic: large sink for working in the kitchen

 Enormous: optional 150 litre fridge with separate freezer compartment

 Protect your privacy: room-high curtain on front bed in the C 364  

 Large and bright: panorama roof vent with darkening blind and insect screen

 Valuable: plenty of stowage space under the seating group on the C 364

 Gas bottle locker with extra large nose hatch

 Nice to have: elegant alloy wheels

 Generous and practical: kitchen unit with deep drawers and large work top

* * *

* *

* *

New for 

first-time buyers:

Carado Caravans 

“Delight”

*  Total length including towbar
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